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Abstract. Much research has been done into the role of different team members
through team problem-solving processes, though less research has been done into
an optimal combination of members and the influence of their dominance on
the team’s performance. Therefore, in this paper it is addressed what is the most
effective combination of teammembers andwhether dominance can increase team
performance. For this purpose, an adaptive computational networkmodel has been
designed for a team problem-solving process. Different scenarios were simulated
including a respectively homogeneous team and the representation of different
dominant roles carried out by several team members. From these simulations,
it can be concluded that heterogeneous teams perform better than homogeneous
teams. Additionally, this study’s results showed that dominance can have both
negative and positive effects on team performance.

1 Introduction

Teamwork and projects are key in the organization of firms [16]. One of the reasons for
teams being so popular in organizations is the need for faster and better problem solving
[5]. For a team to perform well, Belbin’s [6, 7] classic team role theories are evaluated
in terms of the claim that high team performance is associated with balanced teams in
which different team roles are represented amongst team members. However, assessing
team performance is a difficult task as many tangible but also intangible factors play a
role in team dynamics [36]. These intangible factors are harder to identify than tangible
factors. For instance, group cohesion tends to impact team performance [11, 19]. In
addition, individuals in a team will not only bring the characteristics of their functional
roles as members of teams, but they will also, naturally, take up one or more team roles
[32]. In team meetings, many different people with different roles and skills are being
present [2]. Therefore, it is interesting to see how these individual roles develop in teams
and how they contribute to the team performance.

Next to the balance of team roles and how they interact, the number of teammembers
is also highly investigated [25]. Research shows that the ideal team size is between five
to seven people. A smaller or bigger team than five or seven can negatively influence
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the team performance and processes [28, 30]. In addition, team processes can be distin-
guished into many different phases or states [8, 12, 27]. Even though numerous research
into problem solving has been done on an individual level, little attention has been paid
to team level problem solving [37].

For these reasons, the aim of this study is to investigate the impact of combinations
of team roles and dominance within a group in a problem solving process, specifically
in team meetings. This is addressed by computational modeling and simulation. The
research question aligned with this aim is: What is the most effective combination of
team members and can dominance increase the team performance?

2 Background Knowledge

In this section, background information about this study’s topic will be elaborated on.
First, team roles and team performance will be highlighted after which the phases in
problem solving will be discussed. After this, individual roles in team, ideal team sizes
and group homogeneity will be pointed out. Finally, dominance, team effectiveness and
social networks and network modelling will be discussed.

Team Roles and Team Performance. Both effectively working teams and team per-
formance are key in organizations [2]. Hereby, a lot of research has been carried out
into the impact of several factors to this team performance. As in the organizational
context we are dealing with many different types of people [2], many scientists have
researched the effectiveness of teams as this varies greatly among organizations [31].
For instance, team diversity is one of these influencing factors [2]. Research suggests
that teams can operate most effectively if the right combinations of these different and
heterogenous roles are present [31]. One commonly used model that was created from
this philosophy to investigate team roles is the Belbin role theory [2]. This model does
not only focus on dividing preoccupied roles, but also on the ways in which the roles
develop, change and interact with other patterns of behavior over time. Although more
theories exist that emphasize team roles and contributions in team performance [2], the
Belbinmodel is most widely used. Furthermore, within these different models, two types
of contributions can be distinguished; ‘Socio-emotional roles’ and ‘task roles’. On the
one hand, the task centered roles are more focused on problem solving activities and
the coordination of the group. While on the other hand, socio-emotional roles are more
concerned with promoting group-centered behavior. Interestingly, both roles appear to
be important to the task performance [2]. In addition, team roles and performances are
influenced on different levels in an organization; individual level, team member level
and organizational level. On individual and team member level behavior contributes to
the team effectiveness [17]. Relating to team performance, the individual contribution of
a person in a team affects the team performance. Subsequently, shifting to team level we
can look into how the characteristics of role holders impact team performance as a whole
[22]. To create an effective team and well team performance, individuals in a team need
to be able to adapt to or cope with changes to their work roles and their environment
[17]. Also, it is found that the extent to which teammembers adapt their roles in order to
align with their external environment positively influences the team performance [29].
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Phases in Problem Solving. Many ways exist to describe and distinct a problem-
solving process [8, 12, 27]. Some scientists assume the problem-solving process to
be a linear process in which one phase follows up the next [10]. Others see problem
solving as a dynamic process in which different processes occur at various times [15].
Problem-solving phases are defined as ‘qualitatively different sub periods within a total
continuous period of interaction in which a group proceeds from initiation to completion
of… problem solving’ ([3], p. 485). In most research it emerges that a form of problem
identification or problem recognizing is the beginning of a problem solving process.
After that most processes are focused on finding the problem, after which a concluding
phase occurs in which also a form of reflection on the preceding process takes place [8,
12, 27].

Individual Roles in Teams. During teammeetings employees interact, exchange infor-
mation, build common ground, create new ideas and manage relationships [27]. In par-
ticular, Lehmann-Willenbrock et al. [24] put communication at the center of team func-
tioning. They also confirm that team roles in group processes are emergent [24]. This
research also shows that not all team roles equally contribute to team success. In Table 1
an overview of the found results are shown distinguished in several clusters of different
team roles [24]. In this table a five cluster solution of team composition is shown (cluster
1: the complainer, cluster 2: the solution seeker, cluster 3: the problem analyst, cluster
4: the indifferent, cluster 5: the procedural facilitator).

Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and distribution of communication aspects (in %) for the
five-cluster-solution.
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Ideal Team Size. Team size influences a team’s performance [25]. It is even shown that
increasing team size can hurt a team’s productivity in several ways. For instance, it can
increase the temptation of free riding on the efforts of others. In specific crisis circum-
stances for example a big team can even be counterproductive due to over-coordination
[25]. Studies show that an optimal group size is between five to seven members [28, 30].

Homogeneity in Groups. Research shows a variety of results about whether a homo-
geneous group or heterogenous group is positively impacting team performance [33].
On the one hand, studies show that homogeneity in groups is positively related to group
performance and well-being. Shared mental model research shows that if team mem-
bers share similar mental models of the abilities, skills, and processes of the group,
they will be able to perform better [26]. On the other hand, it seems that other research
suggests different conclusions. In particular, it is found that interpersonal heterogeneity
actually leads to creative problem solving and enhanced team performance [4, 18, 20].
Simultaneously, it has been shown that interpersonal heterogeneity could even be more
important than individual ability [21].

Dominance and Team Effectiveness. The degree of hierarchy in groups can negatively
and positively affect team performance [34]. Despite the fact that leadership and power is
also positively related to team effectiveness, research shows that the effects of leadership
and power are not always positively influencing team effectiveness. A recent study shows
that a lower level of power positively influences the team performance [34]. Also, team
effectiveness in problem solving can be influenced by different types of leadership [38]
and how a leader responds to developments in teams can influence this process as well
[24]. For instance, power differences can negatively influence team learning [34].

Social Networks and Network Modelling. One of the unique aspects of humans com-
pared to other animals is their social engagement. Mankind has been able to organise
itself in complex structures that form our society. These structures are called social net-
works, a widely researched subject within sociology [23]. In principle, a social network
is a social structure of individuals within a certain setting and the interactions between
these persons within this setting. Examples are hierarchy structures within companies or
friendships within a high school. With the rise of social media, the possibilities for this
research have grown immensely. It has been shown that the structure of online social
networks also mirror those in the offline world, which allows for research to be based
on these online social networks. Ever since, social networks and their complexity are
studied intensively [9, 14]. Unsurprisingly, network modelling has proven itself to be a
very powerful tool for researching social networks; this will be addressed in next section.

3 The Modeling Approach Used

In the Network-Oriented Modeling approach based on temporal-causal networks
described in [35], a network structure is defined by network characteristics for con-
nectivity (connection weightsω for the strengths of the connections), aggregation (com-
bination functions c and their parameters for how different effects aggregate) and timing
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(speed factors η for how fast an effect occurs), respectively. Network nodes have activa-
tion values that change over time: they serve as state variables and are also called (mental)
states. Such states are depicted by the small ovals and the causal relations between them
(connections in the causal network) by arrows. The processing over time takes place
according to the following standard equation:

Y (t + �t) = Y (t) + ηY
[
cY (ωX1,Y X1(t), . . . ,ωXk ,Y Xk(t)

) − Y (t)]�t (1)

For the learning and the control of the learning, the approach is inspired by the more
general idea of self-referencing or ‘Mise en abyme’, sometimes also called ‘the Droste-
effect’ after the famous Dutch chocolate brand who uses this effect in packaging and
advertising of their products already since 1904. This idea is applied to model adaptation
for a network by adding self-models to it as introduced in [35]. This leads to self-modeling
networks, also called reified networks. These are networks that represent some of the
network structure characteristics by self-model network states. For example, the weight
ωX,Y of a connection from state X to Y can be represented by a (first-order) self-model
state WX,Y , or simply indicated by W. Such a first-order self-model state is depicted
in a 3D format in a separate (blue) plane above the (pink) plane for the base network.
As like any other state, such a self-model state W has an activation value that changes
over time. The (pink) downward arrow from W to the related base state makes that for
the base network the value of W is actually used for that base state as the represented
connection weight of the incoming connection to it.

4 Social Network Model

In this section, the precise layout of the model will be explained and visualized. In [1],
the precise values used in the simulations can be found. As stated above, current research
generally finds the ideal size of a team to be five to seven members. Due to limitations
in time and resources for this study, the model takes four members into account. Based
on the research by [13, 24], this study’s model includes: a problem specialist, a solution
specialist, a procedural specialist and a complainer, respectively called person J, person
S, person Y and person N.

Phases Used in the Model. In Sect. 2 it was described that many different distinc-
tions between problem solving phases in team meetings are made over the years [8,
12, 27]. Therefore, based on previous research, this study created four phases to go
through in order to identify a problem, finding a solution and deciding on which solu-
tion the team will focus on and to conclude results, which also includes evaluating the
process (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Phases in problem solving in team meetings included in this study.
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State Variables Used in the Model. The mental model of each individual was catego-
rized into 5 variables, based again on the research done by Lehmann-Willenbrock et al.
[24]: problem state, solution state, socioemotional state, active state and procedural
state. These states represent the activity of an individual making statements related to
that specific category. Socioemotional statements address the atmosphere and appre-
ciation, active statements show interest or responsibility in the subject and procedural
statements go into the procedure of the debate and execution of ideas. Problem and
solution statements are self-explanatory. Note that states can be negative, which models
negative contributions within a specific category. In addition to mental models per indi-
vidual, a shared mental model was used to simulate the team progress of the process.
As often used in similar research, four phases were distinguished for the team: problem
identification, solution finding, solution decision and concluding the results (Fig. 1). In
order to model the time development of these phases, a first-order adaptivity was added
to the model in the form of control states for each of these phases. These control states
Wid problem, Wfind sol, Wdec sol, and Wconcl represent the connection weight of individ-
ual characteristics to the shared variables. This can be found in Fig. 2. Lastly, a world
problem state was used to model input of a problem. This world problem state was set
to decrease over time, in order to prevent re-initiation of the model.

Connections and Connection Weights. The connections can be categorized into four
types: the phases of the team meeting (Fig. 2), the influence of individuals on the team
process (Fig. 4), the connections between individuals (Fig. 5) and the connections within
individuals (Fig. 6). Firstly, this study uses a first order adaptivity to model time devel-
opment of phases, as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, after the completion of a phase, a
phase state is stimulated, which in turn stimulates the states related to the next phase and
damps the states related to the previous phase (Fig. 2). For the second type, it was chosen
that the socioemotional, active and procedural statements influenced all phases of the
process. In the last phase, an extra activation of procedural statements was included in
the model to make those statements contribute more. Problem statements were linked to
the problem phase and solution statements to the two solution phases (Fig. 3).

Control state 
 iden�fying 
  problem

   World
problem

Ident ify Phase state
Ident ify deciding

Phase state Phase stateConclude
   results conclude

   results

Finding  Deciding
on solut ion

on solut ionsolut ionproblem problem

Control state 
     f inding 
    solut ion

Control state 
     deciding 
    solut ion

Control state 
   concluding

Fig. 2. Phases included in this study’s model.

Furthermore, it was chosen that individuals had a small stimulus on each other for the
same statements. An example of this is: if person J becomes active in problem statements,
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the other individuals get a small stimulus of being active as well in problem statements.
Lastly, all variables within an individual have a small negative connection, as becoming
active in making one specific statement has the consequence that that individual is less
active in other statements. The precise values can be found in [1], which were based
on the research of Lehmann-Willenbrock et al. [24] in combination with some trial and
error experimentation.

Fig. 3. Links between problem-, solution-, and procedural states to phases.

Fig. 4. State influences on phases in the team process.

Initial Values, Speed Factors and Combination Function Parameters. The initial
values of all the shared team states were set at 0 at the beginning of each simulation.
The same was done for the control states and the phase states. The initial values for the
individual were based on [24]; see also [1].

For the speed factors, all individuals were set at the same speed. The speed was set
relatively high compared to the speedof the shared states, as statements dynamics develop
quicker than team processes. An exception to this was both the socioemotional states
and the active states, which were set to develop little during a team process. The control
states and phase states were chosen at the highest speeds, as these needed to function
as gates. All states were modelled by the advanced logistic function. The steepness and
threshold for the individual states were set low in order for them to develop quickly and
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to be sensitive to the situation. The steepness for the shared states was set slightly higher,
as these are expected to develop less quickly, as stated before. Their threshold was set
high due to the many incoming connections. The control states and phase states were
given both high steepness and thresholds as again these variables function as gates.

Fig. 5. Connections between individuals.

Fig. 6. Connections within individuals.

5 Simulation

In this section, the simulations performed in this study will be shown. First, the base
scenario will be described. Second, a homogeneous scenario will be outlined. Third, a
dominance scenario of all individuals included in the model will be shown.

Base Scenario. For the model described above, the results as shown in Fig. 7 were
found. As can be seen, the phases nicely follow each other up in time. The problem and
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solution statements aremostly active during the relevant phases. Similarly, the procedural
statements become extra stimulated in the final process (concluding results). Person N,
the complainer, mostly has negative values, which also contributes negatively to the
shared states. However, the team is still able to complete all required phases in order
to successfully complete the problem solving meeting. The x-axis can be interpreted
as time in minutes, though this could also be scalable to other time-sizes. As stated
earlier, the socioemotional- and active statements vary little over time. However, due to
successes in the process, they grow over time, except for the states of the complainer,
person N.

Fig. 7. All the variables of the base scenario.

Homogeneous Scenario. Furthermore, a more homogenous group was simulated, i.e.
the initial values and connection weights of the different types of statements for the
individuals were brought closer to the average. Therefore, the overall sensitivity of
the group to make certain statements would be the same, but the group would have
less specialized individuals. In Fig. 8, the whole problem-solving process is shown.
Identifying the problem is done by roughly the same speed.

However, the solution phase takes more time for the homogeneous group compared
to the base scenario (Fig. 7), namely 300 (seconds) instead of 240 (seconds).Moreover,
concluding the process is an even bigger challenge for this group, which is only finished
at 540 (seconds) instead of 400 (seconds). Interestingly, the states of person N have
become only slightly less negative, whilst other individual variables, e.g. the solution
state of person S, have become significantly less strong.

Dominance Scenario. In addition to the homogeneous group, simulations were per-
formed in which each individual was made dominant within the group, by increasing
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Fig. 8. All the variables of the homogeneous scenario.

their connection weight with other individuals as well as the shared states. The connec-
tion weights of the other individuals were decreased such that the average connectivity
remained at the same value. In Figs. 9 & 10, the results of the dominance of the prob-
lem analyst (person J) and the solution seeker (person S) are depicted. The resulting
dynamics of the two scenarios are very similar, as activity in problem- and solution
statements are strongly correlated, as found by Lehmann-Willenbrock et al. [24]. In
both scenarios the first three phases are completed in very similar times. The group
again is relatively inefficient in concluding the process as this is only finished after 500
(seconds) by dominance of person J and after 540 (seconds) by dominance of person S
compared to 400 (seconds) in the base scenario (Fig. 7). Subsequently, person Y (the
procedural facilitator) was made dominant by the same method.

In Fig. 11, the resulting dynamics are shown. In this scenario, the group performs
the best as all phases are finished quicker than the base scenario (Fig. 7). Concluding the
results is finished around 280 (seconds) compared to the base value of 400 (seconds),
which is a significant speed up. It must be noted that this result is caused by a specific
modelling choice. Namely, the procedural statements have an influence on all parts of the
process. Dominance of person Y causes the groups procedural behavior to be amplified,
which results in the fastest development in the whole process.

Lastly, dominance of the complainer (person N) was simulated, depicted in Fig. 12.
The group dynamics were catastrophically influenced by person N. Only the first phase
was rounded off in a similar manner as before. Subsequently, the dominance of the
complainer prevented the group of moving through the other phases of the problem-
solving process.
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Fig. 9. All the variables of the dominance J scenario.

Fig. 10. All the variables of the dominance S scenario. In appendix C, each process is highlighted
and shown more clearly.
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6 Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of combinations of team roles and
dominance within a group on a problem solving process, specifically in team meetings.
Hereby, the research question aligned with this aimwas:What is the most effective com-
bination of team members and can dominance increase the team performance? First, it
can be concluded that the hypothesis of heterogeneous teams performing better than
homogeneous teams is confirmed in this study’s model. It was seen that the phase of
identifying the problem developed similar in both scenarios. However, finding solu-
tions & deciding on a solution took the homogeneous team significantly more time. This
difference became more visible in concluding the process, which is the last phase of the
team meeting. According to Hong and Page [21], diversity of a population in a group or
team improves collective understanding and collective problem solving. In our research
it is yet hard to tell whether diversity improves collective understanding, though it can
be stated that diversity in teams as simulated in this study, improves the problem solving
process.

Fig. 11. All the variables of the dominance Y scenario.

Second, this study’s model seems to agree with the literature that dominance can
have both negative and positive effects on team performance. Moreover, the results
suggest that in particular, only dominance by the procedural facilitator-role delivers these
positive effects. Interestingly, Lehmann-Willenbrock et al. [24] found as well that the
participation of the procedural facilitator (Person Y in this study), led to higher Meeting
Process Satisfaction for Teams. Therefore, in further research it could be interesting to
investigate the impact of this team satisfaction in relation to the positive effects on team
performance in this study as this study did not focus on the impact for the Meeting
Process Satisfaction in relation to the team performance.
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Fig. 12. All the variables of the dominance N scenario. In appendix C, each process is highlighted
and shown more clearly.

Nevertheless, one must take certain choices made for this study’s model into con-
sideration. For example, the connection weights of all types of statements were set to
the same value. This could be researched and specified further in order to bring the
model closer to reality. In addition, the first phase, identification of the problem, was
set rather shortly and the observed dynamics for different scenarios were indifferent. By
variation of the lengths of the phases, different dynamics might be found, which could
tell us more about the possible developments in team meetings. Lastly, for this model,
procedural statements were made influencing, as those were connected to all phases and
some individual procedural variables had high values. Whether this is a correct manner
of modelling has to be studied further.

Furthermore, additional research is recommended on this model in order to relate it
better to real-life scenarios. A first step in this should be validation of the model on real-
life data of team meetings. By this validation, the model could be used for exploration
of new settings and its explanatory value would improve. Next, the individual mental
models could be extended such that the perception of statements in a team meeting is
taken into account. This would drastically increase the required computational power,
but such a detailed model allows for precise clarification of the group dynamics at play.
Lastly, it should be noted that the combination function for the variables in this model
should be studied and varied. It was not solidly argued for this model why the advanced
logistic function was used. It could very well be that the simple homophily function,
where attraction and repulsion takes place depending on the closeness of two variables,
provides a more realistic depiction.
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